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0 of 0 review helpful Take to the Beach By Jo Winter I enjoyed reading this book but it wasn t so exciting that I 
couldn t wait to get to the next chapter This is a good beach read as it passes the time without too much effort 2 of 2 
review helpful Two great mysteries two great endings By Hannah Rose I own this book Bought it at WM in May 2012 
Both sto Suspenseful stories of love and faith by Valerie HansenHer Brother s KeeperWas church secretary Becky 
Tate kidnapped as an infant It s up to private investigator Logan Malloy to uncover the truth about her mysterious past 
mdash and keep her safe from harm Without sweet Becky learning abouthistrue identity hellip yet Out of the 
DepthsCody Keringhoven has come to Serenity Arkansas to heal from an accident that ended in tragedy B From the 
Author There are two authors named Valerie Hansen This one writes Christian fiction only If you get the wrong author 
page you will see a woman with short dark hair instead of a grinning blond I m the blond well light brown anyway c 
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